Increasing the Efficiency and Accuracy of the ABACUS Protein Sequence Design Method.
The ABACUS (a backbone-based amino acid usage survey) method uses unique statistical energy functions to carry out protein sequence design. Although some of its results have been experimentally verified, its accuracy remains improvable because several important components of the method have not been specifically optimized for sequence design or in contexts of other parts of the method. The computational efficiency also need to be improved to support interactive online applications or the consideration of a large number of alternative backbone structures. We derived a model to measure solvent accessibility with larger mutual information with residue types than previous models, optimized a set of rotamers which can approximate the sidechain atomic positions more accurately, and devised an empirical function to treat inter-atomic packing with parameters fitted to native structures and optimized in consistence with the rotamer set. Energy calculations have been accelerated by interpolation between pre-determined representative points in high-dimensional structural feature spaces. Sidechain repacking tests showed that ABACUS2 can accurately reproduce the conformation of native sidechains. In sequence design tests, the native residue type recovery rate reached 37.7%, exceeding the value of 32.7% for ABACUS1. Applying ABACUS2 to designed sequences on three native backbones produced proteins shown to be well-folded by experiments. the ABACUS2 sequence design server can be visited at http://biocomp.ustc.edu.cn/servers/abacus-design.php. Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.